S O L I D S U R FA C E W OR K T O P S

Replace

WHAT IS
MISTRAL?
Welcome to MISTRAL, a worktop range that gives
you the look of natural stone with the day-to-day
benefits, design flexibility and great value of our
enhanced acrylic solid surface.
MISTRAL gives you the colour, shape and style
you want without compromise.
Here you’ll find the features of MISTRAL and
examples of how it can be used to great effect
in your kitchen.

CONSERA

At the heart of every MISTRAL kitchen are
the seamless joints that discreetly form one
continuous surface that flows around the
room as if moulded from a single piece.
MISTRAL is made entirely of solid surface
material. This allows it to be angled and

curved to fit your design effortlessly. MISTRAL’s
endless options give you the advantage of
being able to create unique features and bring
your ideas to life.

ARIA

SEAMLESS
AND STUNNING

PERFECTLY
FORMED
ZIRCONA

With the benefit of MISTRAL’s flexibility you can get
the very best from your space. Your worksurface can be
crafted to follow the natural dimensions and features
of the room or the lines of innovative furniture shapes
adding great character to your kitchen.
Where space is at a premium it is the little things
that can make a big difference and where designers
really show their talents. An angled corner here,
or an internal curve there can introduce a sense
of space that didn’t appear possible.

TOFFEE CREAM
GALAXY

WINTER DRIFT

ALPINE
ALPINE

WHATEVER
YOUR STYLE

Discontinued

One of the first considerations when designing
a kitchen is to choose a style. There are many
categories and sub-categories from the traditional
to the contemporary and everything in between.
Your own kitchen needs to suit your personality
and with MISTRAL’s versatility and timeless
colour choice, you can create your own unique
style with ease.
SNOWSTORM
ZIRCONA

ANISE

CAPPIO

GLACIER

POLARIS

CONSERA
MIST

CONSERA

ALPINE

ANISE

ARCTIC FROST

BISCUIT

CAPPIO

COLOURS
MISTRAL’s range is a timeless collection that
gives you all the choice you need to find the
right colour for you.
Whether you want your worksurface to be the
dramatic statement piece for your kitchen décor,
or you are looking for something to harmonise
within your colour scheme, it’s here.
The great news is that all MISTRAL colours
have the same foundation, so each worktop
delivers the same great performance no matter
which colour you choose!

ARIA

Samples for all these
colours are available to order at

mistralworktops.co.uk

CONSERA

GALAXY

GLACIER

LUNAS

MANUKA

MOONSCAPE

IGNEA

All swatch colours are shown to
scale, except for Aria and Moonscape
which are shown at a scale of 2:1

MIST

POLARIS

TOFFEE CREAM

TONGARO

VANILLA SKY

WINTER DRIFT

ZIRCONA

We want to ensure your expectations are met,
so here are a few practical notes to consider
when deciding on your worktop colour.
Darker colours may show general wear more
readily than other colours as any scuffs and
marks that may appear will be white so are
more apparent on a darker surface. For high
traffic areas we would recommend the use
of a lighter MISTRAL décor.
Marble-inspired colours have a unique
patterning that occurs in each worktop
creating their wonderful organic look. Joints
in these décors are seamless and smooth but
may be more obvious as a result of this
expected variation.

Samples for all these
colours are available to order at

mistralworktops.co.uk

UTILISE
THE SIZE
Larger scale projects are an opportunity for
grand design as they offer the freedom of space
to think big!
MISTRAL’s seamless joints and endless shaping
possibilities help to seize this opportunity to
form expansive, signature islands that become
the hub of all kitchen activity.

TONGARO

MISTRAL is smooth and non-porous so it is inherently
hygienic and resistant to staining without needing
to be sealed.
Unlike most other worktop materials, MISTRAL can be
replenished and repaired so scuffs or marks from any
accidents or mishaps can be removed leaving the surface
as good as new.
MISTRAL’s surface takes on the ambient temperature
so is not cold to the touch. This not only gives it a more
homely feel, but also makes it the ideal surface for
making bread dough!

IGNEA

EVERYDAY
WITH MISTRAL

POLARIS

ALL IN
THE DETAIL
MIST

It’s the finishing touches that will take your
kitchen to the next level.
Edge profiles, drainer grooves and wet areas
are examples of the surface being crafted
to create attractive and practical features.
Upstands and splashbacks are also available
to continue the MISTRAL effect vertically on
walls. End panels are also used to add a
decorative finish to open-ended cabinet runs.

MANUKA

xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
CONSERA
LUNAS

GLACIER

DESIGNED TO
COMPLEMENT
The natural adaptability of MISTRAL can add
extra dimensions to your kitchen design, working
in harmony with other materials and products to
beautiful effect. So, from worksurface materials
such as wood, to tiles and other wall coverings,
MISTRAL is the perfect partner.
MISTRAL is compatible with solid surface sinks
which can be seamlessly fitted to create a
continuous flow between the worktop and
the sink.

TONGARO

In addition to this, MISTRAL can be used
with other accessories including ceramic
and stainless steel sinks, surface mounted
pop-ups and a host of different appliances
used in modern kitchens.

BISCUIT

MOONSCAPE

MISTRAL
SPECIFICATIONS
CLEANING AND CARE
MISTRAL’s non-porous surface does not allow stains
to penetrate. Any spills can simply be wiped clean
with a cloth and soapy water, or with the assistance
of a general household cleaner for more stubborn
substances.
To keep your MISTRAL worktops looking their best,
we recommend the use of our surface care products,
including our Solid Surface Guard and Cleaner.

IMPACT RESISTANCE
MISTRAL is a strong and durable surface and will
cope well with the rigours of day-to-day use in the
home. In support of this, we would recommend the
use of chopping boards so that you are not cutting
directly on the surface.

REPLENISHABLE
Unlike most other worktop materials, the surface
of MISTRAL can be sanded. This means it can be
refinished at any time during its life to remove
any general wear and tear marks that may have
accumulated, leaving it looking as good as new.

HEAT RESISTANCE
MISTRAL worktops have been developed to offer
high levels of fire safety and have the ability to
cope well with heat. However, you should not
place hot pans, dishes or heat-generating
appliances directly onto the surface, always
use heat pads, surface protectors or trivets.

DARKER COLOURS
Darker colours may show general wear more
readily than other colours and therefore require
more care. For high traffic areas we would
recommend the use of a lighter MISTRAL décor.
Don’t forget, samples of all colours can be
ordered from our website for you to get a feel
for the product and its appearance.

10

YEAR

MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY

MISTRAL’s beautiful appearance and valuable
physical qualities are backed up by a field-tested
10 year manufacturer’s warranty. MISTRAL has
been installed, tested and proven in a variety of
tough commercial applications before being
utilised in the residential sector.
Please visit our website to register your warranty.

Please Note: Colours shown in this brochure are a printed representation and we would recommend that you
refer to an actual sample before making your final decision.
Acknowledgement: Thanks to Bathrooms Continental (Glasgow), Benchwood Kitchens (Cirencester), Burbidge & Son (Coventry),
CB Installations (Castleford), French for Pineapple, Jamie Sheppard, Ream Kitchens (Gillingham), Revelle Interiors (Manchester),
Saffron Interiors (Guildford), Sheffield Kitchen Outlet, Tijmen Wiesenekker (Wirral), Tony Smith Kitchens (Poole),
Woollards of Mildenhall, and Yorkshire Kitchen Outlet for their help arranging lifestyle and showroom photography.

SEAMLESS
LIMITLESS DESIGN
DURABLE

+

HYGIENIC
REPLENISHABLE

10

YEAR

WARRANTY

If you would like to know more about MISTRAL
please visit our website at:

www.mistralworktops.co.uk

THE UNIQUE
COLLECTION

MISTRAL’s latest developments continue the
successful fusion of nature’s beauty and the
practicalities of this adaptable man-made material.
The Unique Collection brings together the already
popular Aria and Moonscape decors with three
brand new marble-inspired designs that will take
solid surface to a whole new level.

ATACA L M A

M O O N S CA P E

RIVER ROCK

ARIA

SEASTORM

A R T F U L LY C R A F T E D.
B E AU T I F U L LY U N I Q U E .
The Unique Collection has been developed to emulate
the beauty of natural stone, from classic marbles to
the majestic swirls of granite, in a worktop that offers
the design possibilities and practicalities of use that
our MISTRAL range is renowned for.

By retaining the benefits of our solid surface material,
the Unique Collection offers marble-inspired colours
with features such as seamless joints as they follow
the usual MISTRAL process.

These colours are made from the same enhanced

While the pattern may deliver a more apparent joint
than the core Mistral decors, the physically seamless

acrylic material as the rest of the MISTRAL range,
so will deliver the durable, hygienic, replenishable
surface with limitless design possibilities that our
customers have come to expect.

benefits are still achieved by using the standard
Mistral jointing process. Therefore they continue to
provide that “carved from a single piece’ look that’s
not achievable when using granite, marble or quartz.

Each worktop has a natural variation, with the flow
of the pattern creating an organic appearance that
adds a whole new dimension to surface design.
The unique patterning occurs within every product
and is the essence of these wonderful new decors.
To help you choose the perfect Mistral decor for
your requirements, we provide a sample service to
help give you a visual idea of the colour and tone,
as well as a true feel of the material.
However, it is difficult to get a complete
appreciation of these Unique Collection colours
in a sample due to the scale of the marbling and
swirls. We recommend that alongside the sample
you refer to the swatches in this brochure as well
as photos of full installations so that you can
get the best understanding of how the finished
worksurface will look.

www.mistralworktops.co.uk

